
PROVERBS 30-31: THE GOOD, THE BAD, & THE UGLY 

Friday, July 29 

Reading: Proverbs 30:18-23 
 

Proverbs 30:18  There are three things that are too amazing for me, four that I do not understand: 
 

The next two numerical lists are a contrast between 4 things Agur finds amazing (30:18-29) and 4 things that he 

finds disturbing (30:21-23). Tying them together is an ugly picture of “an adulterous woman” (30:20). 
 

LIST #3: AMAZING THINGS (30:18-19) – Agur finds these four things wonderful and mysterious. They are 
tied together by the use of the word “way.” This word is used throughout Proverbs to describe the path or 
pattern of a person’s life. What do these four things have in common? Many answers have been suggested. All 

we can say for certain is to agree with Agur that “I do not understand.” However, one suggestion appeals to me 
and seems to fit the context. “The eagle in the sky, the snake on a rock, and the ship on the high seas” all 

flourish in the place where God ordained them. They are at their best when they function where they were 
designed to be. This helps us understand where “the way of a man with a young woman” fits. It is talking about 
the beauty and wonder of the sexual relationship between a man and a woman. But like the other pictures, it is 

only wonderful when enjoyed within the God-designed confines of marriage. 
 

WARNING #3: THE ADULTEROUS WOMAN (30:20) – The word “way” connects this warning to the 
previous list. In contrast to the beauty of marital love we are now warned about the ugliness of the wayward 
woman. There is nothing wonderful or beautiful about her abuse of God’s gift of sex. When she is done she 

simply wipes her mouth and moves on to her ‘next course.’ “The adulterous woman treats the act of intercourse 
as though it were a casual meal, a snack grabbed on the run. No mystery, no wonder, no commitment, no real 

pleasure! And to top it off, no admission of guilt or shame!”1  
 
LIST #4: TERRIBLE THINGS (30:21-23) – This list consists of people who are “out of place; four things 

which have crossed boundaries and are out of divine order.”2 They are turning the moral order of society upside 
down. A slave who usurps the throne is not equipped to rule. He does not have the character or preparation for 

such a responsibility. Likewise, disaster occurs when a “godless fool” is rewarded for his foolish way of life. A 
hateful woman who gets married only causes grief in the home and community. And a servant girl who 
“displaces her mistress” will cause havoc in the household because she does not know how lead others. This is 

not to say there is no way for people to improve their position in life and rise in responsibility and reward in 
society. But when people take roles and responsibilities for which they are unsuited or not prepared trouble 

always follows – “the earth trembles.” 
 
Society today seems to have turned these last proverbs upside down. People glory in ‘free sex’ and seek places 

they are not qualified or capable of handling. They have no fear of God and reject His ways. The book of 
Proverbs helps us see these tragedies for what they are and gives us guidance on how to pray for our world as 

we live for the Lord. 
 
 
 

 
 
1  David A. Hubbard. The Preacher’s Commentary: Proverbs (OT vol 15), 478 
2  A. J. Higgins. What the Bible Teaches – Proverbs (Ritchie Old Testament Commentary series), p. 352 

 

 
READ THRU THE BOOKS OF POETRY: Ecclesiastes 5-6 


